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5.  Encourage the children to imagine they are raindrops falling from the sky

into a little stream in the mountains. Wiggle your fingers and lower your

arms to suggest rain. Play gently flowing music, such as “The Moldau” by

Bedrick Smetana.

6.  Now the children are water drops flowing along in the lively stream,

bouncing around the rocks and spinning in whirlpools. Have them move

closer as all the “streams” flow into a big “river.” Tell them the sun is shining

down on them, and they are getting warmer and lighter.

7.  Change the music to “Snowflakes Are Dancing” or other ethereal music. Give

each child a tulle scarf. Encourage them to twirl the scarves as they rise,

moving slowly and gracefully and waving their arms.

8.  Now they are “water vapor” floating up into the sky. Move close together and

form big, puffy “clouds.” As they “cool off” they get heavier and form

raindrops.

9.  Have the children move closer together and bunch up their tulle to look like

a big cloud. Change the music to suggest a thunderstorm.

10.  Tell them they are very heavy and are falling from the cloud, down to the

earth in a big storm. The children move faster as the music gets exciting.

Encourage them to jump and spin as they pretend to be blown by the wind.

11.  Lead them in moving slowly and quietly as you change the music to the

peaceful, flowing music from the beginning. The sun comes out and the

storm is over. The river flows smoothly again.

More to do Sand and Water: Build mountains and valleys in the sandbox or sand table.

Pour water to show stream flow patterns.

w Sarah Glassco, Alexandria, VA

Weigh In
Materials bathroom scale

chart paper

balance scales

two small gift bags

feathers

rocks

sticks

grass

wood chips

sand
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What to do 1.  Ask the children to guess how much they weigh. Write each child’s name and

guess on a piece of chart paper.

2.  Show the children the bathroom scale and explain how it works. Weigh each

child and record each child’s actual weight on the chart next to her guess.

Talk about the difference in guessed and actual weights.

3.  Use the bathroom scale to weigh other things in the room. Be creative!

Experiment!

4.  Show the children the balance scale and explain that it doesn’t show how

much something weighs but shows which of two objects weighs more.

5.  Show the children the feathers and rocks. Ask them to guess which one

weighs more. Ask them to fill one small gift bag with feathers and the other

bag with rocks.

6.  Place the bag of feathers on one side of the balance scale and the bag of

rocks on the other side. Talk about the result.

7.  On a large piece of paper write, “Which is heavier?” Under the heading, write,

“Rocks are heavier than feathers.”

8.  Weigh other objects the same way, such as sticks and grass, wood chips and

sand, and grass and sand. Remember to record each result on the paper.

9.  Let the children experiment with the materials during center time.

w Virginia Jean Herrod, Columbia, SC

Learning About Food Quality
Materials poster of food pyramid

clean, empty food packages

What to do 1.  Talk about nutrition and healthy foods with the children. Talk about the food

pyramid and show a poster, if available.

2.  Discuss vitamins and minerals and how they are important for good health.

Explain that food packaging contains information for the consumer, such as

expiration date, weight, servings per containers, nutritional value, and

ingredients.

3.  Show the children a few empty food packages and point out the nutritional

information, ingredients, expiration date, and so on.

4.  Encourage the children to explore the packaging.

w Cherra June Wilson, Duarte, CA


